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ABSTRACT

The Sirius Group tillite at Mt Featlier, l\/lcl\'Iurclo Dry Valleys, Antarctica, is a deposit of
considerable importance to tl1e early glacial history ol the Antarctic lce Sheet. We inves-
tigate the power ol stereological analysis for a11 objective (letermination ol the prelerrecl
direction of small clasts (< 5 mm) in t\vo cores and, llence, in two core samples (lrawn
at cliITerent cleptlls below the tillite surlace. Orthogonal sets of vertical thin sections were
preparecl on this core material. Images measuring 34x22 1n1n were prepared of 14 sub-
areas, jointly representing most of the area, of at vertical thin section. From each of these
sub-areas, a field of constant 340x340 pp-size \vas analysed. This involved at systematic
line scanning operation, in which the number of intersections between particle traces and
the line system \vas mleterminecl. To reduce structural scatter, the resulting 14 roses of the
number-of~intersections were averaged per vertical section. These roses reveal the signal
coming from the prel‘erre<l orienta.tion ol the. clasts to be weak, but above the sensitivity
level of the approach. However, this signal is camouflaged by the ellect of digitization
on the intersection counts, preventing under the present conditions to assess a reliable
estimate for the tilt angle of the clasts.
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INTRODUCTION

The Sirius Group comprises a. suite of consoli(la.te<l (leposits, primarily tills, which occur
wiclespread in the Transantarctic Mountains of Aiitarctica. One of the l<ey outcrops of the
currently (lescribecl 45 locations with Sirius Group sediments (lsaac ct al, 1996; Stroeven,
1997), is the Sirius Group on l\/It Feather (l\*Iayewsl<i, 1972, 1975). This is because of
























